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VNIIEM ACTIVITY IN THE FIELD OF EPE
YU.V.TRIFONOV*, P.S.SALIKHOV**, G.A.AVATINYAN**,
YU.P.RYLOV**, V.P.KHODNENKO*
Abstract
Results of space testings of Electricjet Propulsion Systems (EJPS) with Stationary Plasma
Thrusters (SPT) and experience its use on the spacecraft (SC), which were developed by
VNII of Electromechanics have been discussed.
Experience of VNIIEM branch in Istra (now NIIEM, Istra) in the field of EJPS
development with electroheating thrusters (EHT) and results of its operation on SC, which
were developed by VNIIEM and NIIEM have been presented.
Nomenclature
H = orbital altitude
i = orbital incliration
T = orbital period
e = eccentricity of orbit
F = thrust
A F= thrust instability
Jsp = specific impulse
ly = total thrust impulse
y = thrust cost
= total thruster efficiency
r7t
P = operation life
n = number startings
M =mass
T = temperature
For more 10 years the Electriecjet Propulsion System (EJPS) with Stationery Plasma
Thrusters (SPT) have been successfully used on the Meteor and Meteor-Priroda, developed
by VNIIEM, in the system of SC orbit correction.
SPT had a thrust (1,8-2,5) 10-2N, specific impulse (8-12) 103Ns/kg and total thrust impulse
(15-90) kNs.

* NPP VNIIEM, 101000 Moscow, P.O.Box 496, Russia
** NIIEM, 143500 Istra, Moscow Region, Russia
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In 29.12.1971 N18 was launched on with EJPS SPT (EOL-1) and ion engines (IE) with
\olume ionization (ZEFIR) on board.
In February 1972 flight tests of SPT and IE have been started for the first time.
EJPS with SPT (EOL-1 and subsequent modifications EOL-2,3) were developed by OKB
"Fakel" under the scientific leadership of I.V.Kuchatov Institute of Atomic Energy and with
wide co-operation of orcanization. IE were developed by l.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic
Energy.
On the first stage short startings (-1,5 min) of EOL-1 and ZEFIR have carried out in the
:one of radio visibility to check its capabilities.
On the second stage the measurements of SPT and IE have been conducted.
The third stage of flight testing included long-functioning of EJPS EOL-1.
Flight tests of EOL-1 confirmed its operation capabilities and also compatibility with satellite
on-boards systems.
All basic characteristics proved identical to the results of ground tests within accuracy of
measurement (5-10 %).
EOL-1 was in operation for a total time of 180 hours and generated summary thrust impulse
I= 11,7 kNs.
For the first time a practical task has been fulfilled: orbital altitude of Meteor satellite was
changed by 16,9 km for EJPS operation time of -170 hours, and the satellite was positioned
on the desired location, near the conditionally-synchronous orbit (T = 102,31 min).
Intricate network of subsatellite tracks was provided, visibility of earth surface in necessary
synoptical dates was improved and accuracy of the geographical positioning was improved [1].
Successful tests of EJPS EOL-1 created the necessary prerequisites for wide introduction of
SPT on applied SC for its precise control and orientation.
After Meteor-Priroda N 1 has been successfully put into orbit (01.07.1974) a systematic
operation of EJPS EOL-2 has been started.
EOL-2 was in operation on Meteor-Priroda N 2 for more than 600 hours with 273 startings,
generated 1: = 35 kNs, has successfully operated during 2 years and three mounths and its
operation has been discontinued on command while still in fully operational condition.
Satellite was placed on the synchronous - latitude orbit (T = 102,85777 min) with high
precision (AT= 6 ' 10-4 min).

Accuracy of satellite tracks control on Earth surface was + 01 km, periodicity inspection of
Earth surface was increased from 27 to 13 days.
Eccentricity of orbit was decreased by Ae - 5 ' 10-4 to improve TV-pictures. Manoeuvres to
change the satellite phase by AW= 300 were performed to be used in future on advanced space
systems.
Methods of operative prediction of orbital parameters during correction procedures have
been developed and realized.-Much needed experience of satellite control by means of EJPS
has been obtained.
In the cource of these tests maximum disturbing moments (-7 ' 10- Nm) have been
determined and the influence of SPT jet on solar battery (SB) has been investigated. The
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89 2 and energy -100 ev r
exposure of SB to the ion beam with density -0,25 A/m and energy -100 ev resulted in
operation.
degradation of the exposed part characteristics by -0 35 % for 300 hours of SPT
On the whole the charge of SB characteristics was close to SB natural ageing.
Influence of SPT operation on satellite radio communication has been also investigated. As
a rule, signal exceeded the amplitude of noise component and quality of reception remained
good. Close position of receiving antennas and the engine sometimes interfered with normal
passage of commands. Their relative position has been found, which allowed to avoid this
interference all together [2].
Later, EJPS EOL-3 was used routinely on Meteor-Priroda (Meteor-Priroda N2 - launching
date 15.05.1976, Meteor-Priroda N2-2 - 29.06.1977 and Meteor-Prirode N2-4 10.07.1981).
Meteor-Priroda N2 was placed into sun-synchronous orbit (SSO) with a 5 day review
cycle. Accuracy of orbital period was 0,002s.
Corrective manoeuvres to change satellite "phase" position and orbit control were
successfully carried out [3].
On Meteor-Priroda N2-4 EJPS EOL-3 was used for targeting on the Bulgarian range near
Plovdiv (program "Bulgaria-1300-11").
The satellite was plase in SSO with 4 day passage cycle with small east drift (misalignment
of track on longitude -5-10 km) [4].
In "Astrophysics" space experiment (launching on the Meteor satellite orbit, date
23.12.1978) EOL-3 was used for quidance and containment of satellite track with high
accuracy. Deviation from target centre less than -6,6 km, and daily track displacement did not
exceed 0,6 km.
Main characteristics and results of EPS flight test are summarised in Table 1.
The accumulated experience and an appreciable progress in development of EJPS with SPT
have permitted to use present type of EJPS in SSO of"Resours-O" SC, for exploration of Eanh
natural resources, as well to consider them for systems of correction and orientation (SCO)of
long-range geostationary SC for meterological and communications use.
EJPS on "Resours-O" SC was intended for initial correction and SC orbit control.
EJPS using xenon had following characteristics:
- total thrust impulse 1y > 120 kNs;
- thrust of a single engine F = 0,03 N;

I

- thrust instability AF = 5 %;

S-

- thrust cost y= 15 w/mN;
total thruster efficiency rt

>

0,4;
- number of startings (for earch of 2 th engines) n = 3,5 ' 10;
- total mass M = 70 kg.
System of transformation .and control (STC) for the present EJPS was developed in
VNIIEM and some of the above mentioned methods of increasing the effectiveness of EJPS
operation with SPT have been incorporated into it.
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A lot of research work to increase the EJPS effliciency in SC control systems was done in
VNIIEM.
A methood of SC flight control was developed and approbated along with operative methods
of prediction and SC flight control with low-thrust engines.
The method was based on solution of a systems of the two linear differential equations,
which describe small changes of orbital parameters: major half axis and argument of latitude.
This method was successfully realized in the project Bulgaria-1300-II for the 2 nd EJPS
types (with SPT and ammonia EHT).
The ways of increasing the effectiveness of EJPS operetion with SPT have been
considered:
- improvement of dynamic characteristics due to SPT thrust stabilization by stabilizing the
arode current and the power supply voltage of the engine anode;
- increase of EJPS reliability due to use of devices of control and mulfunction diagnostics;
- improvement of launch characteristics by means of determination of SPT launch readiness
using emission current from cathod-compensator (CC) and due to optimum method of power
feeding to CC starting heater.
SB panels resistance to the prolong action of jet and thermal radiation in wide power range
of 0,4 ... 19,5 kw was investigatad in lobaratory conditions (jointly with TSIAM and NPO
"KVANT").
Intensity and directivity of electromagnetic radiation from SPT jet, as well as
amplitude-frequency characteristics of oscillations in jet plasma were measured (jointly with
MAI).
SC environment in due to SPT operation was investigated with the help of
mass-spectrometer (jointly with IPG).
The calculations relating to the integration of ammonia EHT. with geostationary
meteorological SC "ELECTRO" were carried out, the contribution of EHT in forming the
intrinsic atmosphere was defined, the degree of SC contamination with engine efflux products
was evaluated.
Below, the paper consider the electroheating thruster main characteristics and structures
having been developed in NIIEM. The results of EHT flight and design tests, and the arcjets
laboratory and try out ones are also presented.
The thrust cost of the electroheating thrusters, where EHT and arcjets are referred to is
least one among the whole class of EHTs. The prooblem of such thrusters resolves itself into
the thrust efficiency inerease to the level of plasma and ion ones as well as the specific impulse
increase to the value that is considerably higher than that of the chemical thrusters impulse.
Development of propulsion systems using 0,15 N EHTs and flight and design tests run on a
number of satellites.
Thusteres use a ammonia as propellant. Thrust cost is estimated to be of about 3 w/mN at
specific impulse of 2600-2900 Ns/kg. Between 1981 and till now the orbit correction was
perfomed by these thrusters on ten "Meteor-3", "Resourse-O" and "Meteor-Pririda" - series
satellites.
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-91VNIIEM and NIIEM satellites use thrusters of EHT - 15 type. These are thrusters with
direct propellant heating. EHT power supply is provided through a connector (1). Propellant
(ammonia, hydrazine, xenon etc) is fed to EHT-15 via a branch pipe (2) and passes through
the holes to the chamber (6) external cylindrical space. Propellant being heated passes from
the outer chamber (6) to internal cylindrical one (7) through an insulating powder (5) and
porous heater (4). Temperature was measured using the temperature - sensitive element (3)
located in a given chamber.
EHT-15 design features are as follows:
- application of the most effective heat transfer in a small volume such us porous electric
heater - heat exchanger (pores size is on the average of 30 m (4) and powder insulator - heat
exchanger (5);
- simple relay circuit application for the electric heater thermal stabilization: by the signal
level of the temperature - sensitive element (3) being placed in a thruster chamber;
- semiconductor electric heater us age (4) with resistance of 2-3 times as higher in "cold"
state as in "hot" operating conditions, that excludes the initial current inrushers during switch
on period;
- application of special semiconductor electric heater fabrication technology that allows to
change its resistivity and there by correlate the EHT's electrical resistance, its thrust and power
consumption with on-board electrical power supply without voltage converter us age;
- electrical heater resistance to oxidizing and reducing media;
- application of current special design leads fo metal - semiconductor contact. Current leads
ensure the EHT chamber leak - proofness to be kept at significantly different coefficient of
chamber components linear thermal expansion. It permits to fire EHT to the nominal voltage
prior to the propellant feed valve opening and speed up the chamber warming up to the
operating temperature.
Thermal shock with temperature rise rate over 102 K/s of more than 2'104 times is assumed;
- application of heat - resistant materials: heater (to 1900 k), current leads (over 2300 k),
insulators and insulation powder (to 2100 K);
- microthrottle usage in EHT design (2) allowing for the thrust value to be separately controlled for each thruster.
The main EHT propulsion module paramerers are as follows:
Mass - 0,490 kg (including EHT-15 - 0,250 kg, electric value - 0.16 kg,
plate, fasteners - 0,08 kg)
Thrust nomiunal - 0,05-0,3 N
Power consuption - 0,1-0,45 kw
Total thrust impulse - up to 500 kNs.
The EHT-15 main parameters with ammonia as propellant are given in Fig.2. Also shown
are specific impulse values, I.sp and dissociation levels, X, as a function of the propellant
temperature, T, in EHT-15 internal chamber. The thrust cost for ammonia thruster operation
and specific impulse of 2900 Ns/kg is 3,3 w/mN.
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- 92 The densinctive feature of an arcjets developed (fig.3) is that warmup and thermocatalytic
ammonia (or hydrazine) dissociation assembly, the cathode preheating assembly to reduce its
erosion at arc firing, and thermal stabilization device are physically integrated in a single unit.
Physically it is done as follows: the arc head consisting of the cathode assembly (2) and nozzle
- anode (4) separeted by insulator (3) is added to EHT (1). Such thruster can ooperate in two
modes, is both as EHT and arcjets.
The peculiar parameters of the ammonia thruster operating mode are as follows: power
consumption is 790-870 W from wich 640-710 W is released on an arc and the rest in the
heater; ammonia flow rate is 33...42 g/s; thrust 0,17...0,2 N, specific impulse - 4500...5200
Ns/kg.
Arc voltage is 72...80 V, discharge current 8...9,8 A, heater resistance - 1,9 Ohm at
T = 1400 K and 350 Ohm at T - 300 K. Thruster mass - 0,26 Kg. Cathode preheating
provides the stable firing of the arc discharge at ammonia pressures of 0,2...0,15 MPa and
firing voltages of to 0,6 kV; at pressures of 0,04 MPa the firing voltage decreases to
0,4...0,45 kV. The temperature of the nozzle - anode external surface does not exceed
1000...1100 K. The life time is defined mainly by the cathode assembly resistance. The
cathode preheating facilitates its operation and increases life time.
Electricjet propolsion system consists of three primary units: EHT assembly, control and
power supply unit, propellant storage and feed system.
As an example
the propulsion system for "Meteor-3" spacecraft is considered.
It is designed to correct the SC placing errors in relation to the orbital period, equator passing
time, ascending node longitude and eccentricity as well as to stabilize the above parameters for
the whole period of SC operation in orbit as a part of the satellites' meteorological system.
Propulsion system comprises two monoblock units being located along yaw axis in + X
directions. Each monoblock in turn consists of two EHTs-15 (main and redundant), two
ammonia containers and one gas generator, and receiver. The supply system from one
monoblock unit can deliver propellant to any thruster associated with other monoblock.
Thermocapillary system is used to displace liquid ammonia from containers by own saturated
vapours pressure. When ammonia approches the gas denerator in liquid or gaseous state, it
always releases gas at accuracy of 2.5 %.
The propolsion system total thrust impulse is 55 kNs, power consumption: in operating
mode - 450-500 W, in duty mode - 10 W.
The flow diagram of the propulsion module for the altitude control system is given in Fig.4.
The system considered is provided to make the "ELECTRO" SC engine-wheels angular
momentum zero. EHT-15 thrust stabilization accuracy does not exceed 5 % at 24...34 V voltage fluctuations. Two modules comprises 12 thrusters. The total thrust impulse for the altitude
control system is 40 kNs. The limiting engine-wheel angular momentum throw off period is
about 30 s.
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i J-----IL-------Fig. I EHT with propellant derect heating
1 - electric input, 2 - throttle-regulator for propellant feed, 3 - temperature-sensitive element,
4 - porous heater, 5 - insulating povder, 6 - outer chamber, 7 - inner chamber, 8 - nozzle.
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Fig.2 Specific impulse I4sp Oas function of temperature (1),
dissociation level X as a function of temperature (2)
and propellant m flow rate (3).
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Fig.3 Constructive diagram of Arejet: EHAT
1- EHT, 2 - Cathode, 3 - Insulator, 4 - Nozzle-anode.
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Fig.4 Structural diagram oof ammonia thruster model
EHT - Electroheating thruster, G - Gas generator, T - Tank, SV - Solenoid valve,
FO - Flow restricting orifice, RO - Regulator orifice, H - Heater,
t - Temperature transducer, P - Pressure transducer, VT - Valve test work,
FV - Fill valve, GB - Gas-bag.
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